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The European Research Area
(ERA) was launched in 2000
arguing that Europe lagged
behind the United States in
industrial competitiveness
and the ability to make social
and economic use of research.
A unified research area was
proposed and research and
innovation actions were to be
pursued in close cooperation

among European Member
States. A new Communication
in 2002 made clearer what
ERA really was about. Europe
should become an area of free
movement, knowledge and
technology, which would con‐
tribute to an increased coop‐
eration, stimulated competi‐
tion and better allocation of
resources. In addition, a Euro‐
pean research policy should
contribute to an improved
coordination of national re‐
search activities and policies.
In 2007 ERA was re‐launched
in the Green Paper claiming,
among others, a wide opening
of ERA to the world.

Before ERA was launched the
European Framework Pro‐
gramme for Research and
Technological Development
aimed to support networks
and encourage activities at
European Member State level.
R&D policy and innovation
policy were separately tackled
by the European Commission
but having the same goal,
industrial competitiveness.
The Seventh Framework Pro‐
gramme for Research and
Technological Development
(2007‐2013) implemented new
ERA instruments, such as
European Technology Plat‐
forms and Joint Programming
Initiatives in order to stronger
continued on page 4

NORDP Membership Soars to Over 460, Conference Filling up Quickly!
NORDP continues to gather the
interest of research practioners
and administrators worldwide.
Our current membership is 467 in
total. This includes 456 US mem‐
bers and 11 non‐US members in

over 8 countries including
Australia, Canada, Ireland,
Japan, Netherlands, Puerto
Rico, Spain, and the Unit‐
ed Kingdom. Additionally
we have over 287 regis‐

tered for NORDP 2012 in Alex‐
andria, VA with many more to
come. If you haven’t already
done so, please considering
registering today at http://
www.nordp.org/conferences.
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President’s Corner
Esteemed NORDP Members,
It’s a little hard for me to
accept, but my time as
NORDP’s President is draw‐
ing to a close. It has been an
honor and a privilege to serve
our fabulous organization
this past year.

“As we come to
the close of the
2011-12 year,
we can reflect
on how far we
have come as
an
organization, in
so many ways,
and look
forward to
even more
growth,
achievement
and impact in
the years to
come”

The time has seemingly
flown by, and it is with some
chagrin that I pass on the
mantle of presidency to the
capable hands of Dr. Ann
McGuigan, our President‐
Elect. Did I accomplish all I
had aspired to with our fair
organization during my ten‐
ure as President? Decidedly
not. But nonetheless, I am
proud to report that 2011‐12
was a year of great progress,
achievement, and unprece‐
dented stunning growth for
NORDP, as it continues to
mature and define itself as a
full‐fledged professional or‐
ganization.
From May 1 2011 to May 1
2012, our membership grew
from 281 to 466. These mem‐
bers now represent 235 insti‐
tutions, 11 of which are for‐
eign.
NORDP Annual Confer‐
ence attendance has sky‐
rocketed, from 32 in 2009, to
115 in 2010, to 196 in 2011, and
we are on track to break 300
this year!
The new NORDP Scholar‐
ship program has allowed
half a dozen Members to
attend this year’s Conference
who otherwise wouldn’t have
been able to. Please consider
making a tax‐deductible do‐
nation to the NORDP Chari‐
table Fund through the
NORDP website, at any level
that you wish.
Interest in hiring in the ever‐
expanding field of research
development continues una‐
bated. 115 jobs have been
posted on the NORDP Jobs
board now, with more con‐

tinually on the horizon. Not
bad for an organization still
under 500 members!
This issue of NORDP News
again has a focus on the inter‐
nationalization of research,
with Elli Tzatzanis‐
Stepanovic’s article on “the
New Era of Transatlantic Re‐
search Collaborations”. As the
Dow, NSADAQ, FTSE and
Nikkei indices clearly reflect,
the global economy is inti‐
mately interconnected. Simi‐
larly, the globalization of re‐
search reflects a pervasive un‐
derstanding that the key chal‐
lenges facing humanity have
global impact, and addressing
them is a massive and complex
undertaking, from ground and
satellite measurements of wa‐
ter and the atmosphere feed‐
ing into global climate models,
to giant multi‐national collab‐
orations like the Large Hadron
Collider, to community, law
and social policy forums focus‐
ing on human rights, resource
utilization, economics and
energy.
There are a number of issues
in conducting research that
spans international borders –
logistical, political, export con‐
trols, diﬀerences in IP policy
and simple cultural barriers.
But the benefits to be gained
by incorporating the strengths,
perspectives, knowledge and
capabilities of a truly diversi‐
fied research workforce make
the eﬀorts needed to overcome
these barriers worthwhile.
Also in this issue is an article
by NORDP members Gila
Budescu and Barbara Walker,
addressing the increasing in‐
volvement of social scientists
in research development. This
speaks to another dimension
of the diversification of re‐
search – interdisciplinarity.
Modern problem‐oriented
research pursuits transcend
individual disciplines, some to
the level of
“transdisciplinarity”, connot‐
ing a holistic, comprehensive
approach that crosses discipli‐
nary boundaries to address a
common goal. The emergent

field of Sustainability Science is a
prime example of transdiscipli‐
narity, blending social science,
policy, law, geology, ecology, cli‐
matology, and oceanography.
Sustainability Science is also the
confluence of transdisciplinarity
and globalization. Progress is just
beginning in earnest, but it is
clearly a critical field of research
for our future, which will engage
all manner of researchers, from all
disciplines, sectors and geogra‐
phies.
Finally, this issue presents two
articles that bring us back to the
nuts and bolts of why our fair
organization was first created – a
focus on the practical day‐to‐day
aspects of how research develop‐
ment professionals do our jobs.
Michael Spires’ article “What to
Say—and Not Say—to Program
Oﬃcers” provides clear, useful
advice on those all‐important, but
often daunting, interactions with
Program Managers, and Christine
Black’s article “Stay Out of the
Hazards: What do NIH and Golf
have in Common?” delivers astute
and entertaining insight into the
methods and perhaps motivation
behind the often confounding
NIH grant scoring system.
As a whole, the articles in this
issue of the NORDP News elo‐
quently demonstrate the breadth
and scope of activities that
NORDP members are engaged in
across the globe. Broaching just
some of the areas that our mem‐
bers are thinking about, working
in, and influencing, they evince
our ever‐expanding dialogue.
As we come to the close of the
2011‐12 year, we reflect on how far
we have come as an organization,
in so many ways, and look for‐
ward to even more growth,
achievement and impact in the
years to come.
Enjoy the 2012 Annual Confer‐
ence, and best to all in 2012‐13!!

Jacob E. Levin, Ph.D.
President
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Stay Out of the Hazards: What do NIH and Golf have in Common?
By Christine Black

I have often wondered why
NIH chooses to use a grant
scoring system that is the
reverse of the traditional 0 –
100 scale. At NIH, the closer
the Impact score is to the
perfect 10 (on a scale from 10
– 90), the more likely it is to
get funded. Being a fan of the
game of golf, I often think of
it as an analogy to NIH grant
competitions – the lowest

rience to meet that objective
most eﬃciently (keep the
strokes – or mistakes ‐
down!).
The golfer’s best odds of win‐
ning are when he or she is
playing on a team of skilled
players who have varied
strengths – someone may be
able to drive particularly well,
while someone else is a great
putter. Likewise, the success‐
ful investigator is likely to be
on a interdisciplinary team,
where players not only have
varied expertise to get the
work accomplished, but
someone also will know how
to salvage the eﬀort if the
study goes oﬀ course (e.g.,
let’s hope someone on the
team can hit the ball out of
the sand).
Wouldn’t it be nice if NIH
had a golf handicapping sys‐
tem, which equalizes the
score between the best and
worst players? Think of it ‐
no matter how poorly you
consistently performed in the
past, you would get credit on
your score to make up for
your shortcomings.

score wins. The analogy
makes sense when one realiz‐
es that to attain a low score,
the golfer and the researcher
have to be clear about the
objective (get the ball in the
hole! Test the hypothesis!)
and have the skills and expe‐

No such luck in the competi‐
tive NIH review process – like
in professional golf, the com‐
petitor gets into a tourna‐
ment based on great perfor‐
mances in the past. However,
on the amateur level (e.g.,
pre‐NIH funding), the young
or inexperienced investigator
is often given extra consider‐

ation in either the funding
opportunity or funding re‐
view process; for example,
there are many fellowships
and foundation grants re‐
stricted to grooming the next
generation of investigators
(the pre‐professionals). But if
the investigator attempts to
compete with the best in the
field in the country, he or she
foregoes a handicap!
The game of competitive golf
requires skill, practice, pa‐
tience, passion, perseverance,
and a bit of luck. Does this
sound like any NIH investiga‐
tors you might know?
Christine Black is in the Oﬃce
of Research at the University
of Michigan School of Medi‐
cine. In addition to providing
research development re‐
sources for faculty
members, she pre‐
sents proposal writ‐
ing workshops at U‐
M and across the
country.

“The golfer’s
best odds of
winning are
when he or she
is playing on a
team of skilled
players who
have varied
strengths”
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New ERA of Transatlantic Research Collaborations (con’t)
continued from page 1

coordinate research and in‐
novation policy across Mem‐
ber States.

7th Framework Programme for Research &
Development: A Guide for
U.S. Users, see http://
www.eurunion.org/FP7USGuide-12-09.pdf

“Timing is good
now to
reactivate
research
networks and
reshape
research”

Within Europe 2020, the
European Union's growth
strategy for the coming dec‐
ade, five main objectives on
employment, innovation,
education, social inclusion
and climate/energy have
been defined to be reached
by 2020. In each of these are‐
as each Member State has
adopted its own national
targets and priorities. Seven
flagship initiatives have been
created to support this
growth strategy.
The Innovation Union is one
of these seven flagship initia‐
tives with over thirty action
points. It aims to improve
conditions and access to
funds for research and inno‐
vation, in order to ensure
that innovative ideas can be
turned into products and
that services can create
growth and jobs.

The ´Horizon 2020´ Frame‐
work for research and inno‐
vation will be the financial
instrument implementing the
Innovation Union and foster‐
ing Europe´s global competi‐
tiveness as of 2014. With a
foreseen funding budget of
80 billion euros it will not
only be the continuation of
FP7 but will incorporate the
European Institute of Innova‐
tion and Technology (EIT)
and the current the Competi‐
tiveness and Innovation
Framework Programme
(CIP). The Programme for
the Competitiveness of En‐
terprises and Small and Me‐
dium‐sized Enterprises
(COSME) will become a sepa‐
rate complementary Pro‐
gramme.
Transatlantic S&T coopera‐
tion within the Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7)
The Seventh Framework Pro‐
gramme for Research and
Technological Development
(FP7), the current European
Union's instrument for fund‐
ing research in Europe is

Geographic Distribution of Research Excellence. This depicts institutions which produce > 100 publications a
year utilizing 4 levels of normalized impact. For more info see http://www.scimagolab.com/blog/wp‐content/
uploads/2011/05/wo1.png.

expiring in 2013. Structured
in four Specific Programmes,
‘Cooperation’, 'Ideas',
'People', and 'Capacities' the
international dimension of
FP7 laid the foundation for
increasing U.S. participation.
Nevertheless, the number of
U.S. research partners in Eu‐
ropean consortia is still low
and there is enormous poten‐
tial for enhancement. While
in the U.S. research funding
is mainly given to individuals
and cooperation is usually
not a required component,
the European funding system
is mainly supporting research
consortia. Therefore addi‐
tional eﬀorts are needed to
create greater awareness of
opportunities for transatlan‐
tic S&T cooperation within
FP7.
In July 2012 the last FP7 Calls
will be opened and collabora‐
tive research is encouraged
within FP7 aiming at estab‐
lishing excellent research
projects and networks able to
attract researchers and in‐
vestments. Tackling global
challenges and addressing
more ambitious problems
become easier through inter‐
national cooperation with
mutual interests. Transatlan‐
tic cooperation is stimulated
in general and there might
even be clear provisions in
the work programme or call
for proposals to integrate
entities established in the
U.S. Available funding budg‐
et is high within this last
round of FP7 Calls and the
EU budget for U.S. research‐
ers is accessible if either the
specific programme or the
relevant work programme
foresees U.S. participation,
U.S. contribution is essential
for carrying out the research
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New ERA of Transatlantic Research Collaborations (con’t)
project or funding is provid‐
ed for in a bilateral scientific
and technological agreement.
Participation in FP7 is simple
for U.S. partners within FP7
research consortia. The role
of European research project
coordinators is to guide part‐
ners, support them during
the project proposal phase
and to manage the project
during project life cycle. The
European Commission's Par‐
ticipant Portal has become
the single authoritative web‐
site for the publication of FP7
calls, organisation registra‐
tion, all project related ser‐
vices and all FP7 related legal
and guidance documents.
The new Science, Technology
and Innovation Programme,
Horizon 2020, will start in
January 2014 creating a gap
between the two research
funding programmes. Tim‐
ing is good now to reactivate
research networks and re‐
shape research. FP7 oﬀers a
good opportunity for U.S.
researchers to secure partial
funding of their research. It is
common that most research
project proposals become
successful when being sub‐
mitted the second or third
time. Re‐submission of pro‐
posals is encouraged by the
European Commission giving
the research consortium
enough time to complete,
review and adapt the re‐
search project proposal to the
current work programme. It
is fact that project consortia
with U.S. participation have a
higher success rate!
During the lifetime of FP7,
numerous European Net‐
works have been established
and research consortia have
been dealing with research
on European scale. The Euro‐

pean Commission also oﬀers
online partner search services
serving to find existing Euro‐
pean research consortia.
The projects BILAT‐USA and
Link2US are supporting U.S.
and European researchers in
their transatlantic S&T coop‐
eration. Launched in 2009
and funded by the European
Commission under FP7, the
two complementary projects
foster the enhancement and
development of transatlantic
S&T partnerships through an
information and dialogue
platform, awareness raising
as well as network formation
among diﬀerent stakehold‐
ers. All relevant services and
information oﬀered can be
found under
www.EuUsScienceTechnolog
y.eu
A Call Across the Atlantic:
Making the New ERA a Reali‐
ty

innovation, developing stra‐
tegic intelligence and raising
the attractiveness of Eu‐
rope´s research background
in the U.S.
Máire Geoghegan‐Quinn, the
European Commissioner for
Research, Innovation and
Science, highlighted in her
speech at the ERA Confer‐
ence in Brussels on 30 Janu‐
ary 2012, that “in an increas‐
ingly globalised and competi‐
tive research landscape, only
genuinely world class excel‐
lence can cut it”. So when we
talk about the new ERA of
free circulation of research‐
ers, knowledge and technolo‐
gy we mean taking the op‐
portunity of global research
cooperation by sharing
knowledge and tackling glob‐
al challenges. FP7 can at pre‐
sent be such an opportunity,
both sides of the Atlantic just
have to seize it!

“...the number of U.S.
research partners in
European consortia is
still low and there is
enormous potential for
enhancement”
Elli Tzatzanis-Stepanovic
Project Manager, Expert International
Cooperation, Division of European and
International Programmes, Unit for
International Cooperation and Mobility,

The 2020 Vision for ERA is to
Austrian Research Promotion Agency
implement the so‐called EU´s
(FFG), Liaison to AAAS BILAT-USA /
fifth freedom ´Free circula‐
Link2US Program.
tion of researchers,
knowledge and technology´
for the benefit of all players.
A special partnership for ERA
is the partnership launched
on international cooperation
between the European Union
(EU) and Member States
(MS) with the objective to
implement the European
strategy for international S&T
cooperation. To drive it for‐
ward, the Strategic Forum for
International Science and
Technology Cooperation
(SFIC) was established. The
SFIC ´USA Pilot Initiative´
was launched in 2009 as joint
EU/MS initiative with the
U.S. in order to benefit from
mutual opening of pro‐
grammes, establishing a
Density map of authors who published in highly cited molecular biology papers in 2007
transatlantic space of open (searched in Scopus) using Google Earth. See http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/
papers/1102/1102.3862.pdf.
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Social Scientists and Research Development:
What do Research Development Professions Do?
By Gila Budescu, Ph.D. &
Barbara L. E. Walker, Ph.D.

“RD
professionals
catalyze new
research,
enable
interdisciplinary
partnerships,
facilitate
research
excellence, and
support a
culture of
collaboration”

Reprinted with permission from
American Sociological Associa‐
tion publication Footnotes
February 2012 Issue • Volume
40 • Issue 2

The concept of Research
Development (RD) has
existed for three decades,
and select academic insti‐
tutions have even created
RD oﬃces during this time.
Over the last five years,
precipitated by the eco‐
nomic downturn (and sub‐
sequent decline in overall
research funding) and the
increasingly complex and
collaborative nature of re‐
search problems, RD pro‐
grams have spread to more
universities, colleges, and
research institutions—large
and small—that span the
Carnegie Classification of
Institutions of Higher Educa‐

tion index .
The National Organization of
Research Development Pro‐
fessionals (NORDP) is the
leader in this burgeoning
area of research administra‐
tion. Through our new and
rapidly growing peer net‐
work, NORDP members de‐
velop and implement cutting

‐edge approaches and best
practices to support research‐
ers in pursuing strategic re‐
search initiatives. Work with‐
in our individual institutions
and our RD network is ex‐
panding the boundaries of
traditional faculty and insti‐
tutional approaches to orga‐
nized research and to captur‐
ing research resources.
RD professionals catalyze
new research, enable inter‐
disciplinary partnerships,
facilitate research excellence,
and support a culture of col‐
laboration. Data from the
2010 survey of NORDP mem‐
bers indicate that RD is a
diverse profession driven by a
multitude of needs and ex‐
pertise. Members represent a
broad spectrum of disci‐
plines, ranging from the bio‐
logical and biomedical and
life sciences, social sciences,
engineering and mathemat‐
ics, humanities, physical sci‐
ences, to business and man‐
agement, design, and law.
Additionally, 41 percent of
our members have social
sciences training, 46 percent
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Social Scientists and Research Development (con’t)
of our members have PhDs,
and 60 percent of our mem‐
bership has been working in
RD for seven years or less.
(For more on the survey of
NORDP members,
seewww.nordp.org/assets/
resources‐docs/2011‐nordp‐
numbers.pdf .) In the last
two years, there have been
more than 100 postings to the
NORDP Job Board, a testa‐
ment to the vibrancy and
value of our growing field,
and the priority placed on it
by academic leadership.
The Making of Two Research
Development Professionals
from the Social Sciences
Gila Budescu: I relocated to
the United States in 1992,
joining my spouse in a Mid‐
west university town. I had
two young children, a PhD in
Organizational Behavior
(OB) from Technion in Israel,
training and work experience
in psychology and anthropol‐
ogy, but no job.
A university town is an excit‐
ing intellectual environment
for PhDs, especially those
pursuing academic careers. It
was less so for a new PhD
considering an applied ca‐
reer. Nonetheless, a short
while after my arrival, I came
across a job listing for a Coor‐
dinator at a university’s NIH‐
funded facility for research in
biophysics and in computa‐
tional biology. I applied, out‐
lining my academic creden‐
tials, organizational
knowledge and insights into
the nature and operation of
service organizations. I
promised to bring in a
unique set of management
skills informed by my aca‐
demic training, my research,

and my consulting accom‐
plishments. Just in case, on
the way to the interview, I
stopped at the public library
to find out about computa‐
tional biology and biophysics.
These fields, as I learned,
tackle broad and complex
research problems that rely
on team eﬀorts across disci‐
plines.
The interview was short. The
facility director, a renowned
scientist, only asked about
my management perspective
and appeared enthusiastic
about having an OB Ph.D.
supporting the non‐science
oversight of the facility. His
open‐minded and thoughtful
approach remained un‐
changed during my 11 years at
the facility, empowering me
to perform independently,
grow on the job, and develop
and nurture a team with a
common vision and a pro‐
ductive climate of collabora‐
tion and excellence. Over
time, my work included not
only team and relationship
building, but also seeking

and disseminating funding
opportunities, creating and
sharing new knowledge,
providing training, oﬀering
guidance on grants require‐
ments, conducting qualita‐
“I have always loved
tive and quantitative evalua‐
tions of service quality and writing grant proposals
stakeholders’ satisfaction,
because of the way
and other entrepreneurial
eﬀorts; in short many of the
you can lay out a
functions performed by to‐
day’s RD professionals. To‐
beautiful and elegant
ward the end of my tenure
in this position I also con‐
research plan that is
tributed as a co‐investigator
not complicated by
on a significant award made
to the facility, combining
the realities of field
my onsite experience with
my previous training in so‐
work, the drudgery of
cial science research meth‐
coding data, and all
odology (e.g., the design,
administration, and analysis
the other nuisances
of software user surveys; the
evaluation of software prod‐
that make the best
ucts and support). My next
positions allowed me to
laid plans go awry ”
similarly integrate practical
experiences with—and take
advantage of—my formal
training. I am now the Di‐
rector of the Sponsored Re‐
search and Program Develop‐
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Social Scientists and Research Development (con’t)
ment Oﬃce at Rockefeller
University in New York.

Gila Budescu, Ph.D. is the
Director of Research Development at Rockefeller University

“Over time, my
work included not
only team and
relationship
building, but also
seeking and
disseminating
funding
opportunities,
creating and
sharing new
knowledge,
providing training,
and offering
guidance on grants
requirements...”

Barbara L. E. Walker: De‐
spite a passion for social sci‐
ence research and analysis, I
have never been excited
about teaching. After receiv‐
ing my PhD in cultural geog‐
raphy at University of Cali‐
fornia‐Berkeley, I began my
job search with uncertainty
about pursuing a tenure‐
track career. Several job and
post‐doctoral applications
later, I accepted an NSF Post‐
Doctoral Fellowship at UC‐
Santa Barbara. I have always
loved writing grant proposals
because of the way that you
can lay out a beautiful and
elegant research plan that is
not complicated by the reali‐
ties of field work, the drudg‐
ery of coding data, and all the
other nuisances that make
the best laid plans go awry.
Initially intended as a stopo‐
ver on the way to the tenure‐
track, my post‐doc turned
into a series of increasingly
larger and more collaborative
research programs and
grants. I continued to apply

for teaching positions half‐
heartedly, but several factors
kept me in Santa Barbara,
including a consistent flow of
funding that supported long‐
term fieldwork and a compet‐
itive salary, along with strong
cultural and family ties to
Southern California. Over the
next decade I received close
to $1 million in research
funding, and my proposal
writing skills had been honed
through the submission of
countless proposals with a
variety of interdisciplinary
collaborators (a drop in the
bucket compared to research
funding for “hard” sciences,
but evidence that there are
abundant funding sources for
social scientists, even for
someone whose focus is on
social theory and qualitative
methods). My research career

also sharpened my knack for
academic administration as
well as my ability to organize
and execute complex aca‐
demic programs that serve
faculty and students.
The arrival of three children
in short order coincided with
a job opening in the UCSB
Oﬃce of Research for a Di‐
rector of RD specializing in
the social sciences, humani‐
ties, and fine arts. Established
in 1987, UC‐Santa Barbara
has one of the oldest Re‐
search Development oﬃces
and one of the few campuses
that employ a RD profession‐
al exclusively for the social
sciences, humanities, and
fine arts. Recognizing that
there are myriad opportuni‐
ties for research funding in
these areas, and increasing
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Social Scientists and Research Development (con’t)
interdisciplinary opportuni‐
ties calling for collaborative
projects that combine hard
sciences with social sciences,
humanities, and arts, my
oﬃce provides multiple
training opportunities and
other programs that catalyze
proposal development and
submission. Ironically, I do a
lot of teaching now. I teach
an annual graduate grant‐
writing course, a faculty
grant‐writing seminar series,
and several workshops on
various aspects of grantsman‐
ship. Sharing my expertise
with my colleagues is fun and
rewarding, and it is exciting
to learn about and contribute
in a small way to the range of
brilliant research topics being
pursued on my campus.
Lessons Learned
The design/adoption of
smart, proactive, and rele‐
vant organizational solutions
to meet strategic and routine
challenges at the forefront of
R&D administration depends
on multi‐disciplinary integra‐
tion and knowledge crosso‐
ver. Brought together, ad‐
ministrative positions, open‐
minded leadership, and a
social science PhD can lead
to fertile and mutually bene‐
ficial partnerships that foster
individual, professional, and
organizational growth. It can
provide a unique and exciting
context for testing and apply‐
ing aspects of social science
theory, principles, and meth‐
odology. Social science PhDs
can bring fresh and innova‐
tive views and ideas into re‐
search institutions creating
worthwhile and lasting intel‐
lectual and practical impact.
Job Requirements

A recent discussion on the
NORDP listserv focused on
what qualities universities
look for when hiring a re‐
search development profes‐
sional. The most common
traits mentioned were: the
ability to write and com‐
municate well; an under‐
standing of academia and the
field being served; experience
in getting grants, especially
involving large multi‐
investigator grants; adminis‐
trative/process/project man‐
agement skills; political savvy
to foster relationships with
sponsors and/or key individ‐
uals within sponsoring or‐
ganizations; and most of all, a
desire and enthusiasm to do
the job!
When applying for jobs,
identify those elements of
your training and back‐
ground that can add signifi‐
cant value to the position and
the institution. Be confident
about your abilities. Work
with leaders that respect your
education and understand
that it could benefit the or‐
ganization. Identify col‐
leagues, peers, and networks

who will support you and
your eﬀorts and advocate the
need for them. In an RD posi‐
tion, speak with the investi‐
gators and learn and respect
their research needs. Have
the capacity to translate in‐
vestigators’ needs into sim‐
ple, intuitive, and cost‐
eﬀective solutions that would
be meaningful. Increase in‐
vestigators’ funding success,
yet minimize the administra‐
tive burden on them. Be able
to reflect, anticipate, evalu‐
ate, align with institutional
priorities and changing fund‐
ing landscape, and change
course if/when needed. Sup‐
porting today’s academic
research enterprise and sus‐
taining excellence can be
accomplished through true
partnerships, flexibility, and
reason. Social scientists have
much to contribute.
Does Research Development
need social scientists? Abso‐
lutely! Explore the NORDP
site and Job Board for posi‐
tions and other career oppor‐
tunities. See http://

Barbara L. E. Walker, Ph.D. is the
Director of Research Development
for the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Fine Arts at the University
of California-Santa Barbara and
founding board member of
NORDP .

“Does Research
Development
need social
scientists?
Absolutely!”
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What to Say—and Not Say—to Program Officers
By Michael J. Spires, Ph.D.
Originally published in The
Chronicle of Higher Education
(March 28th, 2012). Re‐printed
with permission.

“I can tell you
that most scholars
and researchers
would rather
undergo a root
canal without
anesthesia than
call a program
officer”

Members of the program staﬀ
at the National Science Foun‐
dation routinely advise inves‐
tigators and administrators
to "call early, call often."
Those of us who are research
administrators (deans, direc‐
tors, department chairs, and
others) often encourage re‐
searchers to contact a pro‐
gram staﬀ member for help.
So why don't they?
After more than five years in
research administration, I
can tell you that most schol‐
ars and researchers would

rather undergo a root canal
without anesthesia than call a
program oﬃcer. And my ex‐
perience is borne out by oth‐
er professional colleagues
who have encountered the
same resistance.
When scholars are asked to
contact a program oﬃcer,
their responses are usually
variations on two basic
themes: "Won't I look stu‐
pid?" and "Won't they turn
down my proposal?"
To be fair, neither of those
questions is as naïve as it
might appear; neither is the
underlying fear entirely un‐
warranted. After all, grant
agencies have the cash that

drives much of the research
enterprise these days (money
that, in turn, helps keep the
doors of many colleges, uni‐
versities, and nonprofit re‐
search organizations open),
and their institutional
memory can be very long
indeed.
In an attempt to reduce that
natural anxiety, I have a few
simple suggestions to oﬀer.
In fact, those same principles
will also work when faculty
members need to communi‐
cate with staﬀ members in
the university's sponsored‐
research oﬃce, with grants
accountants, and in many
other professional situations.
My suggestions are based on
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conference, for example. It's
OK to talk with them in gen‐
eral terms about your re‐
search interests and how they
may intersect with the agen‐
cy's priorities. Just don't over‐
do those conversations, or
monopolize a program
oﬃcer's time.

my own experiences and
many conversations with
other research administrators
and with program oﬃcers.
Let's start with a few "thou
shalt nots." First and fore‐
most, do not contact pro‐
gram staﬀ members "just to
chat"—or at least don't do
that when you're calling in an
oﬃcial context. Not even if
your department chair tells
you to.
A program oﬃcer's opinion
of you could literally deter‐
mine whether or not you will
be successful in your research
career, which has implica‐
tions for your broader career
as well. Do you really want to
start that relationship by
appearing on the grant mak‐
er's metaphorical doorstep
like a student in an introduc‐
tory class looking for a few
extra‐credit points? There are
probably worse ways to initi‐
ate that relationship, but it's
hard to imagine what they
might be. So when you con‐
tact the oﬃcer during the
work day, keep your com‐
ments strictly professional.
Leave the social chit‐chat for
another time and place.
The program oﬃcers I've
spoken with about this say
it's OK to have informal chats
with them outside of their
oﬃces—at a professional

Second, don't cold‐call them
unless your question is very
simple or you just need a
quick confirmation of a pro‐
gram guideline. It's better to
first send a short e‐mail that
summarizes your issue. At
the end of the e‐mail, ask the
program oﬃcer to call or e‐
mail you back in a few days.
Mention dates and times
when you either will or will
not be available.
If you're getting in touch to
talk about your research pro‐
gram or a prospective pro‐
posal, attach a brief summary
(no more than one to two

pages) to your e‐mail. That
gives program oﬃcers time to
be sure they understand your
issue (or to seek clarification
about it from you), and also
to formulate a substantive
answer.
As an added benefit, starting
the exchange over e‐mail
allows them to respond at
their convenience, rather
than trying to understand
your question, give a re‐
sponse, and still get you oﬀ
the phone in time for them to

“First, and most
important, do
your homework.
Before reaching
out with a
question”
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What to Say—and Not Say—to Program Officers (con’t)

“Remember that
while your
program officer
will have research
experience in
your discipline, it
is probably not
going to be
exactly the same
as yours. So don't
assume he or she
will automatically
understand your
research”

make a panel‐review meeting
or a pressing appointment
with the director.
E‐mail also gives you a refer‐
ence for later, so you don't
have to remember who you
spoke to—and what that
person said—the next time
the same question comes up.
Put a copy of those e‐mails in
your grants files and share
them with the appropriate
person at your sponsored‐
research oﬃce so you can
find the relevant information
when you need it. Doing so
will also ensure that your
university is kept in the loop
and is aware of any instruc‐
tions or rule interpretations
that the program oﬃcer gave
you.
Third, don't pester your pro‐
gram oﬃcer. The more com‐
plex your question or prob‐
lem, the longer it's going to

take to understand it, do
research on it, and communi‐
cate the response to you.
Behaving like a small child on
a long car trip is unlikely to
hasten the response, and it
just might aﬀect the quality
of both the response you get
and your future interactions
with the agency. If a week or
more goes by and you still
haven't heard back, then
make a quick call or send a
short e‐mail to follow up.
All of that sounds like I'm
discouraging researchers
from calling. I'm not. I'm just
encouraging you to call for
the right reasons. So
what should you do when
you contact a program
oﬃcer?
First, and most important, do
your homework. Before
reaching out with a question,
seek out the answer on your
own. Check the agency's or
program's Web site, review
the applicable guidelines, or
contact your institution's
sponsored‐research oﬃce.
You may well find the answer
in one of those places—and if
you don't, you'll at least be
able to frame the question
more thoroughly.

You'll also demonstrate that
you've done your due dili‐
gence. Agencies revise their
grant‐making priorities, pro‐
gram guidelines, and staﬀ
assignments fairly regularly,
so make sure that you're
working with the most cur‐
rent information available.
What was OK last year may
not be OK now (or vice ver‐
sa), and the person you dealt
with last time may have left
or changed jobs. A bit of
preparation beforehand will
save time and potential em‐
barrassment later.
Next, be as specific as possi‐
ble in your request. Narrow
the focus of the question or
issue that you need resolved.
That becomes critical the
closer you are to a program
deadline. The demands on
program staﬀ members go up
whenever a deadline is in the
oﬃng, so be respectful of
that. If possible, time your
question so that it won't
come during a deadline
crunch. If you just can't wait,
then limit yourself to the
most urgent issue(s) and get
right to the point.
The same holds true for the
summaries you submit of
your research plans and po‐
tential proposal ideas: Stick
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to the major points and com‐
municate them as clearly as
possible. Don't bury the pro‐
gram oﬃcer in methodologi‐
cal details or the minutiae of
your literature review (unless
doing so is important for
understanding your question,
or the originality or impact of
your proposed research).
Concentrate on the big pic‐
ture, and, especially, the ex‐
pected outcomes and deliver‐
ables. Also remember that
while your program oﬃcer
will have research experience
in your discipline, it is proba‐
bly not going to be exactly
the same as yours. So don't
assume he or she will auto‐
matically understand your
research or the significance
of every detail. Make the
connections, and make them
as clearly and succinctly as
possible.
Third, when in doubt, ask! In
today's competitive grant
environment, even a little
misstep can have large conse‐
quences. "Minor" lapses that
might have coasted under the
radar a few years ago are now
reasons for returning a pro‐
posal without review. Don't
let your proposal get declined
on a technicality or because
you applied to a program
with diﬀerent priorities from
your project.
Program oﬃcers are normally
evaluated on the number of
quality proposals that they
support, not on the overall

number of proposals coming
into their programs. They
have a vested interest in
helping you craft a quality
proposal, so let them do it.
Finally, if the program oﬃcer
has to say no—and that will
happen a lot—there are a
couple of things to remem‐
ber, whether that no applies
to a request you've made or
to your entire proposal. The
first is that while program
oﬃcers often have considera‐
ble discretion, they are never‐
theless bound by rules that
they probably didn't make
themselves. Be courteous
even though you're disap‐
pointed.
But don't let your disappoint‐
ment rob you of the chance
to do better next time. Read
any comments you received
about the proposal; then put
the whole thing aside for a
few days or weeks. When
you're over the sting of the
rejection, go back and reread
the comments. Then call the
program oﬃcer to discuss
them and to ask how you
could make the proposal
better next time.

posal if you paired with a
collaborator in another disci‐
pline, or a scholar who has
more experience than you do
in the relevant field(s).
A phone call or a brief e‐mail
can save you a great deal of
eﬀort and unproductive
work. So yes, "call early, call
often." But do so for the right
reasons and in the right cir‐
cumstances. You'll then be
well on your way to develop‐
ing a good working relation‐
ship with your program oﬃc‐
ers, and enhancing your
chances of getting your pro‐
posals approved.

“Don’t let your
disappointment
rob you of the
chance to do
better next
time”

And ask the follow‐up ques‐
tion. The nature of that ques‐
tion will vary with the cir‐
cumstances, but the general
formula would be: "Is there a
way to move to 'yes' here?"
In other words, don't assume
that "no" is automatically the
end of the discussion. There
may be another program
where your research would fit
perfectly. A policy change
could be in the works that
would turn the rejection into
Michael J. Spires, Ph.D. is a proposal development specialist in the
an acceptance. You might
Oﬃce of Sponsored Projects at the Smithsonian Institution.
have a more competitive pro‐
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Come join the conversation at NORDP 2012 in Alexandria, VA May 21st!
Upcoming Conferences
NORDP 2012 May 21st—23rd in
Washington, DC http://
www.nordp.org/conferences/
index.php.

Please consider contributing to
NORDP News by emailing
news items, stories, &/or quips
to: news@nordp.org
Upcoming NORDP News
Topics:
Research Development &
Federal Relations
RD & Industry Collaborations
Next Deadline:
August 1st, 2012

EARMA European Association
of Research Managers Associa‐
tion July 11th, 2012 in Dublin
http://www.earma.org/page/
earma‐ac‐2012‐dublin

Research Development Jobs Sampler
Director, Research De‐
velopment Services,
University of Oregon
Associate Vice Chancel‐
lor for Research, Univer‐
sity of Nebraska‐Lincoln.

Associate Director, Center for
Nutrition, Learning, and
Memory, U of Illinois Urbana‐
Champaign
Director, Fellowships and In‐
terns, Smithsonian Institution
For jobs like these and many
more, visit www.nordp.org/jobs

7th Annual Interdisciplinary
Network for Group Research
(INGRoup) Conference July
12th—14th , 2012 Chicago, IL
http://www.ingroup.net/
conference.html
SRA 2012 International Annual
Meeting will be held September
29 ‐ October 3, 2012 at the Gay‐
lord Resort in Orlando, Florida.
34th Annual Association for
Integrative Studies (AIS) Con‐
ference October 11th –14th, 2012
Rochester, Michigan
http://www.oakland.edu/2012AIS
NCURA 54th Annual meeting,
November 4 ‐ 7, 2012 at
the Washington Hilton in DC.
From Mapping European Research Networks by Ellsa Besussi, University College London, see
http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/casa/pdf/paper103.pdf

